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Trancik Lab: Energy Systems
Accelerating the discovery and scaling of clean energy
technologies.
– economic and environmental performance trade-offs
– dynamics of change and performance limits
– materials design for rapid improvement

goal: develop quantitative models to compare and optimize new
technologies by considering physical constraints and performance targets.

Trancik Lab: Energy Systems
Methods:
– statistical analysis of large data-sets
– theory and simulation

Outline
– analyzing the dynamics of innovation
– modeling the role of design

project 1

Historical costs of coal-fired electricity and
implications for the future
• why study coal?
– basis of comparison for new technologies

• why a historical perspective (rather than make projections)?
– valuable information on dynamics (as compared to static
estimate of future best performance)
• why focus on decomposed costs?
– cost determines adoption of energy technologies
– different cost components may evolve differently
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US coal-fired electricity: the last 125 years...
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Energy density and cost of energy
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energy (Fig. 3). It accounts for every effect which causes energy
losses between the input of fuel and the busbar of the plant, the
point at which electricity enters the electric grid. These effects
Cost
of coal-stored energy
include incomplete burning of fuel, radiation and conduction
losses, stack losses, excess entropy produced in the turbine,
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project 1

Historical costs of coal-fired electricity and
implications for the future: conclusions
• fuel cost imposes a fluctuating floor on total cost of coal electricity
– greater variability in total costs over time
• qualitatively different behavior between coal (and other fossil fuels)
and other energy technologies
– should be considered in integrated assessment models
• technology versus commodity: effect on innovation dynamics
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performance curve database: pcdb.santafe.edu

Outline
– analyzing the dynamics of innovation
– modeling the role of design

project 3

Role of design complexity in technology improvement
• simple model of innovation process
• incorporate effect of engineering design characteristics
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Performance curves
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project 3

Simple model of design or production
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In addition, components depend on one another...
Inspiration from Muth, 1986 and Auerswald et al., 2000
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Design structure matrix: fixed out-degree
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Design complexity and rate of improvement
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Design structure matrix: variable out-degree
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Bottlenecks form - dimin

Bottlenecks determine rate of improvement

d*=max(dimin)
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Next step - empirical validation
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Conclusions
- we can reproduce power function performance curve with a
simple model
- relationships between components greatly affect rate of
improvement
- bottlenecks can form, determining whether progress is steady

Interpretation of theory and future directions
• what does the theory tell us?
– an effort-based model that gives rise to an empirically observed
regularity
– lessons for technology investment
– lessons for technology and engineering system design
• future developments applications?
– design technologies for rapid future development
• materials selection and design
– model of networks of networks
• infrastructure
• supply chains
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New graduate courses
• Energy systems and climate change mitigation (ESD.124)
• Mapping and evaluating new energy systems (ESD.938)
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